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Voting at the 1787 Constitutional Convention followed the procedure of requiring state votes
to be determined by the majority vote of each state�s present delegates, and the outcome of the
vote to be decided by majority vote of the states. In establishing the new legislature, the
adopted Constitution set rules such that a simple majority of all present representatives would
determine the outcome of each legislative vote. We investigate how Convention vote outcomes
might have changed if this voting rule was in place for the Convention. Using spatial models
on 398 separate roll calls, we identify which vote outcomes would have differed under
individual delegate voting. Analysis suggests only 16 of the vote outcomes would have changed
but those that were predicted to change included considering unequal representation in the
Senate (i.e., similar to representation in the House) and requiring two-thirds (rather than three-
fourths) of states to ratify constitutional amendments.

JEL Classification: H10, K40, N41

1. Introduction

Past scholarship has speculated on how the first United States Constitution produced at the
1787 Constitutional Convention might have differed if delegates with alternative socioeconomic
characteristics had attended the Convention (Beard [1913] 2004; Ulmer 1966; McGuire and Ohs-
feldt 1984, 1986; McGuire 2003; Heckelman and Dougherty 2007, 2010). We ask a related but dif-
ferent question. Here, we take delegate characteristics as fixed by actual attendance but consider
instead how voting outcomes might have changed if the voting procedure differed. Delegates at
the Convention voted in state blocs, similar to how votes were tallied in the Continental Congress.
We consider what might have happened if the Convention voted in a manner consistent with the
U.S. Congress, where votes are determined by a simple majority of present voters.

Our line of inquiry fits within the general field of constitutional economics. Buchanan and
Tullock (1962) argued that different voting rules should be used at the �constitutional stage� which
determine the structure under which governments and organizations would operate and the types
of issues they are allowed to consider, than in the post-constitutional stage where specific legisla-
tion and issues would be voted on as they came up. Due to differences in the types of questions
being decided, Buchanan and Tullock favored supermajority rules to limit the externalities
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associated with forcing institutional changes on those opposed, and simple majority rule (SMR)
to limit the transaction costs associated with reaching consensus on specific legislative issues once
the structures were already in place. Their main point was to make it more difficult to enact institu-
tional changes and to place strong constraints on the scope of allowable government decisions.

In contrast, the Constitutional Convention used the same institutional rule of majority state
bloc voting that had been in place for legislative decisions made through the Continental Con-
gress. State bloc voting entails a two-tiered system. First, delegates are grouped by state, and each
state�s vote is determined by its delegate majority. Second, the majority of state votes determine
the final outcome.

We consider how Convention outcomes may have differed if the Convention relied instead
on the institutional rule of simple majority of individuals as established for legislative decisions
made through the U.S. Congress. Our counterfactual is the standard simple majority vote where
only one vote is taken and the majority decision is determined when all delegates vote collectively.
For simplicity, in the rest of the article we designate the individual-level voting alternative as SMR
to contrast against the two-tiered state bloc system.

Although we are contrasting two different types of rules for constitutional issues, both rules
require the same threshold of a majority of votes to pass a proposal, differing only in how the
majority vote is tallied. We stress that neither form of majority is necessarily more difficult to
acquire than the other; thus, it is possible for different outcomes to occur in either direction.
Proposals passed by state blocs may fail to generate a majority of individual support, while it is
also possible that proposals that failed under state bloc voting may receive approval from a major-
ity of delegates present. In fact, our analysis suggests both types of deviations would have
occurred.

Ideally, to address our counterfactual we would tally the individual votes of all delegates
while ignoring each delegate�s state information. The problem is that while state votes were
recorded at the Convention, delegate votes were not (with only rare exception). As noted by
Gibson (2007), this has greatly hampered quantitative analysis of delegate voting. Partly in
response to this dilemma, the Constitutional Convention Research Group (CCRG) recently
developed a new data set of delegate vote inferences (CCRG, Dougherty and Heckelman 2012).
Although this data set far exceeds any prior delegate voting data set (see Dougherty et al. 2012
for additional details), there are still far too much missing data to directly determine simple
majority outcomes for most of the Convention roll calls. Instead, following from Heckelman
and Dougherty (2013), we develop a single-dimensional spatial framework to predict outcomes
based on the position of the median floor delegate(s). For each roll call, we determine median
positions under both SMR and state bloc voting. In general, when the state bloc median and
the SMR median are on opposite sides of the cut point (defined as the specific location equidis-
tant between a new proposal and the status quo), we predict different outcomes under state
bloc and SMR voting.

Our analysis reveals that only 16 of the 398 sample roll calls in the CCRG data set (4%)
would have differed under SMR. This is comparable to the percentage of times the leader of the
popular vote for president differed from the candidate awarded the most Electoral College votes
(a weighted form of state bloc voting), which occurred only three times (1876, 1888, and 2000) out
of the 57 elections held to date, or roughly 5%. Yet, despite the rarity, altering who became presi-
dent certainly could have fundamentally changed the course of history. Similarly, we find that five
of the roll call outcomes that we estimate would have been reversed by SMRwere potentially quite
important in affecting the power of the new federal government relative to the states. As several
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studies have argued (Beard [1913] 2004; Jensen 1950; Ferguson 1969; Riker 1987; McGuire and
Ohsfeldt 1997; Heckelman and Dougherty 2013), this may have been the fundamental issue at
stake during the Convention.

The rest of the article proceeds as follows. First, we present a brief background of the Con-
vention and explore why it is reasonable to believe that the document produced by the Convention
might look different if votes were tallied by individuals rather than by state blocs. Second, we out-
line the method we use to predict outcomes under state bloc and individual SMR voting. Third,
we summarize the ideal point estimates used in this analysis, and identify pivotal delegates under
state bloc and SMR voting for each roll call. Fourth, we compare predicted outcomes under state
bloc voting and SMR, and describe in detail select outcomes we predict would have been decided
differently under SMR. Finally, we conclude by summarizing the findings and suggest alternative
lines of inquiry.

2. Background

The Continental Congress and the Articles of Confederation had a significant impact on the
proceedings of the U.S. Constitutional Convention (Rakove 1982; Lutz 1990). Procedurally, the
largest impact was on how issues were decided at the Convention. Issues at the Convention were
decided in the same manner that they were in the Continental Congress, as designated under the
Articles of Confederation. Although individuals motioned and debated issues, votes were tallied
in state blocs. The size of each bloc varied by state depending upon the number of delegates each
state sent to the Convention and the number of delegates attending. This ranged from two dele-
gates for New Hampshire to eight delegates for Pennsylvania.1 Each state was then called upon to
vote with the northernmost state voicing its vote first, followed in geographic order down to the
southernmost state, Georgia, always casting the final vote. Each state�s vote was determined by
the yea and nay positions of their delegates. If a majority of delegates supported (or opposed) the
motion then the state cast a yea (or nay) vote. If a state�s delegates were equally split on a motion
(which could only happen in an even-size delegation and were rare occurrences), the state would
cast a vote of divided (which counted as neither a yea nor nay vote). The majority of state bloc
votes determined if a motion passed or failed.2

Despite state bloc voting being the procedural norm, the Constitution ultimately established
a legislative branch where individuals represented states but would not vote in state blocs.
The House of Representatives was established specifically to allow unequal representation of the
states by apportioning the number of representatives for each state in proportion to its population.
Each representative would then cast his own personal vote. An alternative design could have
been to continue state bloc voting while weighting state votes in proportion to their population
(similar to the Electoral College). This was apparently never considered for the House of
Representatives.

The decision to abandon state bloc voting in the Senate, made on July 23rd immediately after
it was decided that two senators would equally represent each state, evoked little discussion, and

1 For a list of all 55 delegates, see Table 1 below. Rhode Island did not send a delegation to the Convention.
2 In the Continental Congress, an absolute majority of state bloc votes (7) were needed to pass proposed motions/legisla-

tion regardless of any divided votes or abstentions. A motion carried at the Convention if more states in attendance
voted yea than nay and a state voting as divided did not count toward determining the majority position. In this sense,
the institutional rule at the constitutional stage relaxed the threshold required for passage.
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Table 1. Hypothetical Roll Call

Delegate Vote State Vote

New Hampshire Yea
Nicholas Gilman Yea
John Langdon Yea

Massachusetts Yea
Elbridge Gerry Yea
Nathaniel Gorham Yea
Rufus King Yea
Caleb Strong Nay

Connecticut Yea
Oliver Ellsworth Yea
William Samuel Johnson Yea
Roger Sherman Nay

New York Yea
Alexander Hamilton Nay
John Lansing Yea
Robert Yates Yea

New Jersey Nay
David Brearley Nay
Jonathan Dayton Nay
William Churchill Houston Nay
William Livingston Nay
William Paterson Nay

Pennsylvania Nay
George Clymer Nay
Thomas Fitzsimons Nay
Benjamin Franklin Nay
Jared Ingersoll Nay
Thomas Mifflin Nay
Gouverneur Morris Nay
Robert Morris Nay
James Wilson Nay

Delaware Nay
Richard Bassett Nay
Gunning Bedford Nay
Jacob Broom Nay
John Dickinson Nay
George Read Nay

Maryland Nay
Daniel Carroll Nay
Daniel of St. Thomas Jennifer Nay
Luther Martin Nay
James McHenry Nay
John Mercer Nay

Virginia Nay
John Blair Nay
James Madison Nay
George Mason Nay
James McClurg Nay
Edmund Randolph Nay
George Washington Nay
George Wythe Nay
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was approved by a vote of nine states to one, with Maryland casting the lone dissenting vote.
Remarks made by C.C. Pinckney to the South Carolina House of Representatives in 1788 suggest
that the switch might have been made to simply compel attendance of members. C.C. Pinckney
noted:

But now that senators vote individually, and not by the states, each state will be anxious to
keep a full representation in the Senate; and the Senate has now power to compel the attend-
ance of its own members. We shall thus have no delay, and business will be conducted in a fuller
representation of the states than it hitherto has been. (as quoted in Farrand 1966, vol. 3,
p. 252)

Given that there were to be exactly two senators representing each state, senate floor outcomes
would not be affected by abandoning bloc voting because there can never be any minority dissent
within a majority state bloc vote. Any disagreement among the two senators would have them vot-
ing in opposition to each other, thereby canceling out the other�s vote under SMR, or resulting in
a divided state vote under bloc voting. The two senators are treated equally in either case, having
no impact on the final outcome under either rule. When the two senators agree, this would be
equivalent to doubling each state�s vote. There would simply be exactly half as many yea and nay
votes under state blocs, relative to SMR.

Whenever there are more than two persons in a state bloc, however, disagreements within a
state are not treated the same under the two rules. Minority voters within a state are ignored for
determining majority outcomes under state bloc voting but are counted toward determining
majority outcomes under SMR. If there were, for example, three senators, then a state�s bloc vote
would be the same whether all three were in agreement, or one dissented. Thus, whenever there are
more than two voters from a given state, state bloc voting may not count all voters within the state
equally in determining the final outcome. Such a system existed at the Convention.

Given that a majority of state bloc votes did not have to correspond to a majority of aggre-
gated individual delegate votes, the Constitution might look different if a majority of delegates
decided outcomes at the Convention. Consider the hypothetical vote presented in Table 1. This
vote, which assumes perfect attendance, results in the motion carrying under state bloc voting by a

Table 1. (Continued)

Delegate Vote State Vote

North Carolina Yea
William Blount Yea
William Davie Yea
Alexander Martin Yea
Richard Spaight Nay
Hugh Williamson Nay

South Carolina Yea
Pierce Butler Yea
Charles Pinckney Yea
Charles Cotesworth Pinckney Yea
John Rutledge Nay

Georgia Yea
Abraham Baldwin Yea
William Few Yea
William Houstoun Yea
William Pierce Nay

Outcome Failed (18–37) Passed (7–5)
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vote of seven states to five; however, only 18 delegates voted in favor of the motion compared to 37
delegates voting against it.3 This means that less than one-third of the delegates were able to deter-
mine this motion�s outcome under state bloc voting—far less than the majority that would be
required under SMR. Under SMR, those delegates voting “yea” would need to convince at least
10 other delegates (or 18% of the delegates in attendance) to change their vote from “nay” to “yea”
for the motion to carry. The same could hold true in reverse, if every delegate vote in Table 1 is
switched. Then, a state bloc vote would fail despite a supermajority of delegates voting in favor.
This example suggests that several close roll calls might have fared differently under SMR in either
direction, especially if the votes to determine state positions were close. This would be particularly
likely in ideologically diverse delegations. For example, the New York delegation included noted
Federalist Alexander Hamilton alongside two strident anti-Federalists, John Lansing and Robert
Yates. Hamilton�s vote was typically inconsequential under state bloc voting whenever both Lans-
ing and Yates, who held very similar views to each other, were in attendance, yet would have suc-
cessfully offset one of their votes under SMR. In the next section, we investigate how often such
potential vote reversals would have actually occurred.

3. Methodology

To analyze delegate votes, we rely on the newly constructed CCRG data set, which contains
inferred delegate votes on all substantive roll calls at the Convention based on the recorded
debates found in Max Farrand�s (1966) The Records of the Federal Convention of 1787 and James
Hutson�s (1987) supplement to Farrand. Delegate votes were recovered based on attendance and
recorded state votes (when only two delegates for a state were in attendance), delegate statements,
motions, and seconds, and consistency coding (when enough delegate statements were coded a cer-
tain way to require the remaining attending delegates in that state to vote a specific way to achieve
the recorded state majority vote). A more detailed explanation of the CCRG data set coding meth-
odology is described by Dougherty et al. (2012).

The CCRG data set contains a total of 5121 yea or nay individual votes out of an estimated
25,928 potential votes cast on 620 substantive roll calls (not including motions to adjourn, etc.).
The simplest way to address our counterfactual would be to use the CCRG data set to tally the
outcome of each roll call under individual SMR voting and then compare those outcomes to the
actual outcomes under bloc voting. Unfortunately, despite including over 5000 inferred votes, the
CCRG data set is still missing roughly 80% of the potential individual votes. As a result, we are
limited as to how many roll calls can be analyzed in this way.4

Instead, we build from the work of Heckelman and Dougherty (2013), who created the
CCRG data set and estimated a single-dimensional scaling of the delegates. Their estimated scale
is derived from W-NOMINATE, a parametric scaling procedure that uses maximum likelihood
estimation under the assumption that each delegate has Euclidean preferences centered on an
“ideal point,” which is the spatial location at which the delegate obtains his maximum utility.
Based strictly on the inferred yea and nay votes, W-NOMINATE can be used to identify each dele-
gate�s ideal point and the spatial location of the “cut point” for each roll call which separates the

3 In reality, at no time did all 55 delegates simultaneously attend the Convention, nor did all 12 states.
4 Due to incomplete data on delegate inferences, roll calls where the state vote was more lopsided would be easier to

determine how the SMR vote would have turned out than for those where the state vote was closer. For the former, the
SMR vote would typically be predicted to match the state bloc outcome. We are more interested in determining those
cases where the outcomes could differ.
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predicted yeas from the predicted nays. The estimated distribution of ideal points is the one that
makes the observed pattern of yeas and nays across all roll calls most likely to occur.

Model Assumptions

As standard in pure spatial modeling, we assume delegates have symmetric single-peaked
utility functions. In the absence of strategic voting, delegates will maximize their utility by voting
yea in favor of the new proposal or nay in favor of the status quo, depending on which is closer to
their ideal point. These assumptions allow us to invoke the Median Voter Theorem to determine
voting outcomes. Under state bloc voting, we would first determine how the median voter of each
state voted, and then how a majority of the states voted based on which state held the median posi-
tion of all the states (Heckelman and Dougherty 2013). For SMR, we simply need to determine
how the floor median voted.5 For simplicity, we label the median delegate from the median state
under state bloc voting, and the floor median delegate under SMR, as the “pivotal” delegates.

For comparative purposes, Figure 1 depicts the outcome of a hypothetical roll call. In this
simplified example, there are 16 delegates in attendance from seven different states, where the
notation Si represents the ideal point (or spatial position) for delegate i from state S. The median
delegate for each state is underlined (e.g., A2——); for those states with an even number of delegates,
the state co-medians are underlined by dash (e.g., E1:::::: and E2::::::). Under the distribution of delegates
in Figure 1, state D represents the median state. The (co)medians for states A, B, and C are all to
the left of the state D median (D2——), and the (co)medians for states E, F, and G are all to the right
of D2, making D2 the state bloc pivotal delegate (italicized for emphasis in Figure 1). However,
the co-medians among all the delegates present are A3 and C2 (bolded for emphasis in Figure 1),
making them the SMR pivotal delegates. They are not only different delegates than the median of
the state medians, but are from different states as well.

Uppercase letters above the line represent different potential proposals against the status quo
(SQ) position. Consider first proposal X (perhaps put forth by delegate C2), which results in cut
point x (halfway between X and SQ). All delegates on one side of the cut point vote opposite those
on the other side. Specifically, delegates on the same side of the cut point as proposal X vote in
favor of X, whereas those on the side of the cut point containing SQ vote against X (thereby sup-
porting SQ). Thus, a majority of the states (A, B, C, D) support proposal X and it passes 4 – 3.
Similarly, under SMR, a majority of delegates would support the proposal and it passes 10 – 6.

Now consider if instead proposal Y had been put forth resulting in cut point y. Both floor co-
medians are on the opposite side of cut point y than is delegate D2. Thus, although a majority of
the delegates favor the proposal so that it passes under SMR by a vote of 9 – 7, it fails under state
bloc voting 3 – 4.

Figure 1. Hypothetical Spatial Roll Call Voting.

5 Due to changing attendance, the median for each state, as well as the overall floor median, could differ across roll calls.
Heckelman and Dougherty (2013) assumed complete attendance by all 55 delegates in determining state medians. We
use attendance records to determine the median delegate for each specific roll call.
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Finally, consider proposal Z and cut point z. Under state bloc voting, the proposal fails by the
same 3 – 4 margin. However, with an even number of delegates, there is not one unique median voter
on the floor, and cut point z resides between the two co-median delegates. Thus, proposal Z results in
a tie vote under SMRwith all voters left of C2 voting for Z and all voters right of A3 voting against Z.
Because a majority is actually required to pass a proposal, it fails under SMR as well. If instead the
positions of Z and SQ were reversed, keeping z in the same position, then every delegate who voted
yea (nay) would switch to nay (yea). In this case, Z would pass under state bloc voting 4 – 3 but the
proposal would still fail under SMR from the (reversed) tie vote. Thus, whether or not SMRoutcomes
differ from bloc voting for cut points between the SMR pivotal delegates depends on whether the
median of the state medians is on the side of the cut point containing the proposal or the status quo.

This last result highlights an important axiomatic property regarding majority rule. Although
SMR is neutral for an odd number of voters (May 1954), it possesses a bias toward the status quo
when the number of voters is even. For a similar reason, so does state bloc voting when there is an
even number of states in attendance.6 State bloc voting also fails to be neutral even when there are
an odd number of states, if there is an even number of delegates in at least one state. If, for example,
there was an additional delegate D4 in attendance located to the right of x, then state D would vote
“divided” because D1 and D2 support X and D3 and D4 are in opposition. This would result in a 3
– 3 – 1 state bloc vote, causing X to fail. Thus, for the purpose of determining the majority vote of
the states, a single state voting “divided” had the same effect as voting “nay.” This implies a bias in
favor of the status quo under state bloc voting even when all delegates had strict preferences because
a state could register “indifference” even when none of its delegates were actually indifferent.

Under pure spatial voting, when the state bloc pivot(s) and floor median(s) are on the same
side of the cut point, the roll call outcome would be the same for both state bloc and SMR. When
the state bloc pivot(s) and floor median(s) are on opposite sides of the cut point, the roll call�s out-
come would be different under state bloc and SMR. Finally, when the cut point lies between two
floor co-medians (two state bloc pivots), the voting rule will alter the expected outcomes if and only
if the state bloc pivot(s) (floor median(s)) is/are on the same side of the cut point as the proposal.

Note that we are not actually estimating specific spatial locations for a proposal or status
quo, nor do we need to. Our methodology takes advantage of the fact that comparing outcomes
only requires estimates for delegate ideal points and roll call cut points. We know that spatial loca-
tions for a given proposal and status quo must be equidistant from the estimated cut point but spe-
cific estimates of their location are unnecessary.7

Caveats

As is standard for voting rule comparisons, we restrict our attention to whether the original
outcome from a given vote would be affected. We implicitly assume that all delegate votes remain
the same regardless of which rule was adopted. Only vote outcomes are allowed to be endogenous

6 There were typically 11 states in attendance for most of the Convention, but from July 11 to July 22 only 10 states
voted—the New York delegation (aside from Alexander Hamilton) had departed and the New Hampshire delegation
had not yet arrived. During this time, six states needed to support a proposal for it to pass but only five states needed
to oppose a proposal for it to fail. When 11 states were in attendance, the combination of five “nay”s, five “yea”s, and
a “divided” would defeat a proposal. Such a result did, in fact, occur on five occasions. For example, roll call 90 to
establish a six-year term for Senators initially failed by a 5 – 5 – 1 vote. (A vote the next day to establish a six-year term
for Senators along with one-third of the Senate seats up for election every two years passed by a 7 – 4 margin.)

7 We are also able to infer which sides of the cut point contain the proposal and status quo by examining the recorded
vote of the median state.
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to the voting rule, not individual votes themselves. Because latent preferences on alternatives are
independent of the voting rules, as long as delegates vote sincerely their pair-wise votes will remain
fixed. If delegates were strategic, however, their optimal strategy would depend on the rule in place.
We cannot determine how delegates might have voted if they were strategic. Yet, strategic voting
would have been unlikely because the agenda at the Convention was not known ahead of time so
delegates would not be able to predict which issues would arise or what particular motions would
be made in the future.8 Our assumption of sincere voting is actually required because sincere vot-
ing was assumed to hold when vote inferences were developed for the CCRG data set on which we
rely. As the W-NOMINATE scores used here (detailed below) are based on the CCRG data, main-
taining sincere voting for both the state bloc and SMR voting models is consistent with the data
construction.

A related issue is that attendance could have been affected by altering the voting rule. We
assume our population of delegate voters on each roll would not have changed from what was
actually observed. It could be argued that if voting was not conducted in state blocs, states might
have sent more delegates to gain greater weight in the outcomes and/or delegates might have tried
to miss fewer votes in order not to dilute their state�s impact on the outcome. Viewing attendance
as endogenous to the vote rule is plausible, but we have reason to believe such behavior might not
have occurred. First, many more delegates were elected to the Convention than actually went. It is
not well documented why certain delegates chose to attend when others did not, as very little schol-
arship has been devoted to this question. Some delegates, such as Patrick Henry, simply refused to
attend. Others may simply not have cared enough to make the trek to Philadelphia.9 Still others,
such as George Wythe (Virginia) and William Churchill Houston (New Jersey), initially attended
but left due to illness or other problems at home. It is unlikely they would have remained under
such conditions regardless of the manner in which voting was conducted. Second, the specific vot-
ing rule to be utilized at the Convention had not yet been established when state legislatures elected
their slate of delegates to the Convention, and, in the days leading up to the Convention, the Penn-
sylvania delegates were urging the more populous states to unite in refusing the less populous
states an equal vote (Farrand 1966). This suggests state decisions on which, and how many, dele-
gates to send were independent of the state bloc rule. Third, we note the special case of New York,
which sent a three-person delegation. Once Lansing and Yates left the Convention, New York was
unable to cast any official votes (although Hamilton�s vote was occasionally recorded and he was
elected to the five-delegate Committee of Style late in the Convention). No other delegates from
New York arrived to take their place despite this state now having less weight (zero) than before.

More problematic in our view is recognizing the agenda might have changed due to the pre-
dicted vote outcome differences we identify. A change in the vote outcome alters the status quo
and thus vote inferences on subsequent votes could also be affected, creating a “butterfly effect.”
For example, a series of votes were taken in early August to establish the eligibility requirements to
serve in the Senate. Gouverneur Morris (Pennsylvania) proposed replacing the four years of citi-
zenship with 14 years. The proposal failed. Subsequent proposals for 13, 10, and 9 years also
failed. For each of these proposals, delegates were comparing against the current four-year
requirement. If we were to predict Morris� first proposal would have passed under SMR, then the
status quo on the next proposal for 13 years would have changed. This vote would have been

8 As noted by a reviewer, our assumption is consistent with several experiments on majority rule agendas which did not
reveal much evidence of strategic voting. See, for example, Eckel and Holt (1989) and Holt and Anderson (1999).

9 This could explain why Pennsylvania, the host state of the Convention, had up to eight delegates in attendance at once.
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between a 13- versus 14-year requirement, whereas the actual vote was on a 13- versus 4-year
requirement. A change to the status quo (to 14) would also change the cut point. Voting for or
against the 13-year requirement could very well depend on what was the status quo. Furthermore,
if the 14-year requirement had become the new status quo, a 13-year proposal might never have
been made. Or instead an even longer requirement of 16 years may have then been proposed, and
possibly passed. We are unable to incorporate these possibilities. Thus, our modeling methodology
potentially represents an underestimate of how different the final form of the Constitution might
have been.

A final consideration relates to size of our sample. Estimation by W-NOMINATE requires
roll calls to have least one delegate yea and one delegate nay position for inclusion. Because of this,
roll calls where all delegate inferences are identical (which for some roll calls, due to missing data,
could mean as few as one inferred delegate vote exists in the data set) are not included. As a result,
the roll call sample in our analysis is limited to roughly half of the total roll calls taken at the Con-
vention (398 of 797), but is almost two-thirds of the substantive motions (398 of 620). Thus, it is
possible there are still additional roll calls that our model might predict to differ under SMR if we
were able to include them. Our results should therefore be interpreted as a lower bound on how
much the Constitution might have been affected.

4. Ideal Point Estimates

Estimated spatial positions for each delegate are taken from Heckelman and Dougherty
(2013), based on over 4000 individual delegate vote inferences across almost 400 roll calls.10 Their
single-dimensional spatial estimates correctly classify 81% of the inferred yea or nay votes across
the roll calls (i.e., a delegate who was predicted as voting yea [or nay] on a specific roll call based
on his estimated spatial position matched how the delegate had been inferred to have voted on
that roll call). The percent of correct classification is comparable to the 80% Poole and Rosenthal
(1997) correctly classified using a single dimension for all Senate votes from 1789 to 1985. This
suggests that a single-dimensional scaling represents a reasonable approximation for the Conven-
tion. The scaling, based on the W–NOMINATE procedure, runs from [21, 1], with larger num-
bers representing, as interpreted by Heckelman and Dougherty (2013), more nationalistic (or
stronger Federalist) positions and smaller numbers representing less nationalistic (or stronger
anti-Federalist) positions. Their estimates are presented in Figure 2 and the Appendix.

If all 55 delegates were in attendance, Ingersoll (Pennsylvania) would represent the median
delegate although Davie (North Carolina) is the most centrist delegate. Under state bloc voting,
Georgia and South Carolina would be the median states, with their co-medians represented by
Baldwin and Few, and C.C. Pinckney and Rutledge, respectively, each of whom is more nationalis-
tic than either Ingersoll or Davie.

Identifying Median States under Bloc Voting

Under the assumption of full attendance, Heckelman and Dougherty (2013) determine
that South Carolina and Georgia would be the median states. This may or may not accurately

10 Heckelman and Dougherty (2013) used W–NOMINATE to estimate positions for most delegates. Delegates who had
too few inferences to be included were estimated by out of sample forecasts using a double-censored Tobit model.
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reflect Convention outcomes because, as they note, not all delegates (or even states) were
present throughout the Convention. For each of the 620 roll calls in the CCRG data set, we
determine the median delegate for each state using delegate attendance codes from CCRG
and the delegate spatial ideal points presented in the Appendix. Based on this, we subse-
quently determine which state was the median state on a particular roll call using the method-
ology explained previously.

As shown in panel I of Table 2, we find that delegates from South Carolina and Georgia
were indeed often pivotal delegates,11 with the South Carolina delegates controlling the piv-
otal position for nearly every roll call after the arrival of New Hampshire. Our findings indi-
cate that the analysis from Heckelman and Dougherty (2013) properly identifies the median
states for 97% of the Convention votes. Note that the overall median delegate identified in
Figure 2, Ingersoll (Pennsylvania), is never the median delegate from the median state, and
his state is never the median state.

Identifying Floor Medians under Individual SMR Voting

If individual votes were tallied using standard SMR, with an issue carrying if more delegates
(rather than states) voted yea than nay, then the median delegate on the floor would always be on
the winning side, and in theory (without strategic voting by other delegates) should be able to
make proposals tailored exactly to his own preferences and still carry the vote. When an even num-
ber of delegates was in attendance, any proposal position between the two SMR pivotal delegates
would be in equilibrium. For comparative purposes, we identify the floor medians for each roll
call based on attendance and summarize the results in the panel II of Table 2.

Of the nine delegates who were pivotal under bloc voting, only four would have been pivotal
under SMR voting. These four delegates, all from Georgia or South Carolina, would have been

Figure 2. Estimated Spatial Alignment of All Delegates
Source: Graph created from estimates provided in Heckelman and Dougherty (2013). The overall median dele-
gate (Ingersoll, PA) is in bold.

11 When there is an odd number of states and an odd number of delegates attending within each state, there is a unique
median to identify. In all other cases, there can be from two to four potential co-medians. We identify the relevant co-
medians as those with the largest and smallest values among the co-medians, and count each as being the median for
one-half the vote.
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pivotal on only 62% of the votes, and the rate for each specific delegate varies greatly across the
two rules. Furthermore, Rutledge, the delegate pivot most often under state bloc voting, would
never have been pivotal under SMR. The overall median delegate, Ingersoll (Pennsylvania), was
the actual floor median for roughly 20% of the votes, second only to Baldwin (Georgia).
Ingersoll�s ideal point estimate suggests he was the least nationalistic of any of the SMR pivots,
except for Johnson (Connecticut) who would have been pivotal for less than 2% of the roll calls.
Not surprisingly, the five state bloc pivots who were never floor medians represent the most
extreme delegates among the state bloc pivots: Bassett (Deleware) and Rutledge (South Carolina)
who were the most nationalistic, and Jennifer (Maryland), Sherman (Connecticut), and Spaight
(North Carolina) who were the least nationalistic (but quite moderate overall). Furthermore, the
four SMR pivots who were never state bloc pivots (Johnson [Connecticut], Ingersoll [Pennsylva-
nia], Blount [North Carolina], and Wythe [Virginia]) were all closer to the least nationalistic of the
remaining state bloc pivots (Baldwin [Georgia]) than were Jenifer (Maryland), Sherman (Connect-
icut), or Spaight (North Carolina). As such, the range of potential equilibrium outcomes was
much more limited under SMR than state bloc voting (0.346 vs. 0.631), and the standard deviation
was twice as small (0.116 vs. 0.240).

Two conclusions can be drawn from this comparison. First, fluctuating attendance might
have had a much smaller impact on the Convention if SMR had been adopted. The floor pivots
under bloc voting became increasingly nationalistic as the Convention progressed. This was due
largely to the departure of the New York delegation (a fiercely anti-nationalist delegation, with the
exception of Hamilton) and the arrival of the New Hampshire delegation (a nationalist delega-
tion). As such, delegates who were pivotal early in the Convention (e.g., Sherman and Jennifer)
were not pivotal later in the Convention while delegates who were pivotal later in the Convention
(e.g., Rutledge and CC Pinckney) were not pivotal early in the Convention. In contrast, the depar-
ture of New York and the arrival of New Hampshire would not have such a noticeable impact on
the location of pivots under SMR. Second, the design of the Constitution might have been less
nationalistic under SMR because the most nationalistic state bloc pivots, Bassett (Delaware), Rut-
ledge (South Carolina), and CC Pinckney (South Caroina), would rarely have been pivotal under
SMR, if at all. In the next section, we look directly at predicted vote outcomes to determine the
extent different spatial positions for pivots under state bloc and SMR on any given roll call may
have affected winning outcomes.

Table 2. Median Delegates under Alternative Voting Rules

I. State Bloc II. Individual SMR

Delegate State Ideal Point Frequency (%) Delegate State Ideal Point Frequency (%)

Rutledge SC 0.393 41.0 Baldwin GA 0.273 35.5
Pinckney, CC SC 0.366 34.3 Ingersoll PA 0.095 19.6
Baldwin GA 0.273 10.5 Few GA 0.274 16.4
Few GA 0.274 9.8 Blount NC 0.160 14.2
Sherman CT 20.125 2.2 Pinckney, CC SC 0.366 6.0
Houstoun GA 0.296 1.5 Houstoun GA 0.296 4.1
Spaight NC 20.165 0.4 Johnson CT 0.020 2.8
Bassett DE 0.466 0.2 Wythe VA 0.258 1.4
Jennifer MD 20.056 0.1

Frequency refers to the percentage of roll call votes for which the delegate was one of the pivots. When a single
delegate was pivotal he was treated as being both pivots.
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5. Comparison of State Bloc and SMR Predicted Outcomes

Under pure spatial voting, the cut point for each roll call should clearly divide all yea and nay
voters on the single-dimensional spectrum. We use W–NOMINATE to estimate cut points at the
Convention for those 398 roll calls in the CCRG data set that have at least one yea and one nay
inferred delegate position. The model predicts a proposal to lose whenever at least one state bloc
pivot is on the same side of the cut point as the status quo for that vote, and predicts a proposal to
win only when all the state bloc pivots for that roll call are on the same side of the cut point as the
proposal.12

Our state bloc pivot model correctly predicts approximately 75% of the roll call outcomes,
which suggests the model performs reasonably well. We find that 16 of the sample roll calls (4%)
would have a different predicted result if voting at the Convention had been conducted instead by
SMR because the floor median was on the opposite side of the cut point compared to the state bloc
pivot. The impact of these different outcomes ranged from nominal (defining piracy) to significant
(requiring two-thirds of states to ratify amendments). In the next section, we describe in detail the
potential impact SMR might have had on specific roll calls and speculate on the importance to the
final form of the Constitution as the agenda advanced through the rest of the Convention.

We first briefly summarize in Table 3 each roll call for which our two models predicted differ-
ent outcomes. (The next section presents a more detailed accounting.) The first column of Table 3
identifies the roll call number assigned to each vote by the Convention�s secretary. For each vote
listed, our state bloc model correctly predicts the actual recorded outcome for passing or failing,
but the SMR model predicts the opposite result would have occurred if votes had been tallied
instead as the simple summation of individual delegate votes.

6. Potential Impact on the Constitution

There are relatively few roll calls that we predict would have been reversed under SMR. Some
of those roll calls, such as 308 and 309a, which both address how piracy will be defined in the Con-
stitution, are not of much historical consequence. However, other roll calls addressed issues that
could have had strong implications for the final form of the Constitution if they were decided dif-
ferently. We explore these roll calls in the remainder of this section.

Apportionment

The Committee to Reconsider Original Apportionment, formed on July 9, prepared a report
that specified how many legislators each state would receive in the first branch of the national
legislature once the Constitution was adopted (Farrand 1966, vol. 1, p. 557).13 Due to expected
future expansion from new states and demographic changes, a census was declared to be needed

12 There were only 12 roll calls in which there was a state bloc pivot on both sides of the cut point. Of those 12 roll calls,
there was only one in which the SMR pivots were on both sides of the cut point.

13 On July 6, the floor elected a five-delegate committee to apportion the first branch of the national legislature, which
would be in effect until a census was conducted. The committee�s report was read to the floor on July 9 and immedi-
ately rejected. An 11-delegate committee, with each state appointing one committee member from its delegation, was
formed that day to report a more favorable plan of apportionment. Hence the name “Committee to Reconsider Origi-
nal Apportionment.”
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Table 3. Roll Calls with a Different Expected Outcome under State Bloc and SMR Voting

Roll
Call Issue Description

State Bloc
Outcome

SMR
Outcome

80 To agree to a clause that gives adequate compensation to mem-
bers of the national legislature out of the national treasury, as
opposed to fixed stipends paid by states.

Failed Passed

82 To make members of the first branch of the national legislature
ineligible to any office under the authority of the United
States during their term of service, and for one year after
their term ends for all offices created during their tenure in
the national legislature.

Failed Passed

124 To reduce the number of votes given to New Hampshire in the
first branch of the national legislature from three to two.

Failed Passed

134 That a census will be taken of the free inhabitants of each state
in order to determine changes in apportionment.

Passed Failed

137 To agree that a census will be taken within the first year after
the new government has been adopted.

Passed Failed

142 To agree that a census will be taken within the first six years
after the new government has been adopted.

Passed Failed

155 To postpone current debate and consider whether the second
branch of the national legislature shall have 36 members, of
which NH will have 2, MA 4, RI 1, CT 3, NY 3, NJ 2, PA 4,
DE 1, MD 3, VA 5, NC 3, SC 3, and GA 2.

Failed Passed

156 To agree to the amended report from the Committee to Recon-
sider Original Apportionment, which establishes original
apportionment in the first branch of the national legislature,
why a census is needed, that money bills will originate in the
first branch of the national legislature, and that the second
branch of the national legislature shall have equal representa-
tion. All of these subjects had previously been agreed to
individually.

Passed Failed

182 To establish that the national Executive shall be appointed by a
group of electors instead of the national legislature.

Passed Failed

291 To consider whether members of the national legislature will be
incapable of holding any office under the United States, other
than legislator, for which they receive a salary.

Failed Passed

308 To remove the power of declaring punishment for pirates from
the Senate.

Passed Failed

309a To give the Senate the power to define and punish piracies and
felonies committed on the high seas.

Passed Failed

356 To establish that the President shall be elected by joint ballot of
the national legislature, with each legislator receiving one vote
and no chamber having veto power.

Passed Failed

393 To strengthen an existing clause conditionally prohibiting state
import tariffs, making the prohibition absolute.

Failed Passed

439 To specify that no elected official can hold an elected position
and an administrative position that was created while he was
serving as an elected official.

Failed Passed

503 To require the agreement of two-thirds of the states for ratifica-
tion of constitutional amendments.

Failed Passed

Vote 309a was not assigned a number by the Convention�s secretary, but was taken between votes 309 and 310.
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to set apportionments for future Congresses. A series of votes beginning with roll call 134 was
taken which required a regular census but differed on who was to be included, and how often it
would be conducted. The states passed Williamson�s (North Carolina) proposal that the census be
conducted of free inhabitants, thereby including free blacks but excluding slaves. Our model pre-
dicts this would have failed under SMR. But after much debate, a later proposal to include three-
fifths of slaves for the purposes of both apportionment and direct taxes eventually passed. Our
model predicts this famous “three-fifths Compromise” (roll call 147) would still have passed under
SMR. This same proposal also established the requirement of a census to be held within the first
six years of the new government and every 10 years thereafter.14

In addition, a series of votes were taken to alter the initial apportionment set by the Commit-
tee to Reconsider Original Apportionment.15 Proposals were made to reduce by one the number
of representatives for New Hampshire and South Carolina, and to increase by one the numbers
for Georgia and North Carolina. Each of these four proposals was rejected. Our model predicts
that the proposal regarding New Hampshire would have passed, thereby further reducing its
power in the House. Interestingly enough, no delegate from New Hampshire was yet in
attendance.16

As shown by roll calls 155 and 156 in Table 3, state bloc voting also passed the requirement
for equal representation in the second branch, which we predict might not have happened under
SMR. Our model suggests a majority of attending delegates favored at least discussing unequal
representation in both chambers (roll call 155) or possibly opposed equal representation in the sec-
ond branch (roll call 156).

In fact, much earlier (roll call 41) the states had already passed a motion that the ratio of rep-
resentation in both branches would be equal. But we also predict that roll call 207, which set the
number of Senators as equal to two for all states (immediately after rejecting three Senators per
state) would have passed under either state bloc or SMR. Strictly speaking, the passing of roll call
207 supersedes the failure of roll call 156 and we still predict the Constitution would have estab-
lished equal representation in the Senate for every state. However, it is important to keep in mind
that our prediction of a majority of delegates supporting roll call 207 is based on the true status
quo of equal representation of undetermined size, rather than what the counterfactual status quo
would have been for unequal representation. Many of the delegates might very well have not sup-
ported roll call 207 if it would have set, rather than simply confirmed, equal representation in the
Senate.

Selection of the Executive

On the fourth day of official business at the Convention, June 2, the states agreed by a vote of
eight states to two that the executive would be elected by the national legislature for a term of seven
years. The vote was not contentious, likely because the issue of apportionment had yet to be deter-
mined. Over a month later, on July 19, the states did an about-face and voted in favor of a national
executive “to be chosen by electors” (Farrand 1966, vol. 2, p. 51), thereby making selection of the
executive by electors the new status quo. This vote is identified as roll call 182.

14 Initially, a census was to be required every 15 years when roll call 138 passed. An alternate proposal for 20 years then
failed (roll call 143) before the 10 year requirement was adopted (by passing roll call 144). Our SMR model also pre-
dicts these same outcomes.

15 See Article I, Section II of the Constitution.
16 The only other state not in attendance was Rhode Island, which did not send a delegation to the Convention. They

were allocated only one representative (the same as Delaware) for the new House.
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Our model predicts roll call 182 would have failed under SMR but, as it turns out, this differ-
ence is unlikely to have mattered. On July 23, The Committee of Detail was tasked with creating a
single document that would take everything that had already been agreed upon into account. The
Committee was chaired by Rutledge, who Madison (Virginia) notes “was opposed to all the modes
[of executive appointment] except the appointmt. by the Natl. Legislature” (Farrand 1966, vol. 2,
p. 57). The other members of the Committee included Oliver Ellsworth (Connecticut), Edmund
Randolph (Virginia), Nathaniel Gorham (Massachusetts), and James Wilson (Pennsylvania).

Despite the outcome of roll call 182 stipulating that the executive would be chosen by elec-
tors, the Committee reported in its August 6 draft that the president “shall be elected by ballot by
the Legislature” (Farrand 1966, vol. 2, p. 401). Rutledge�s committee effectively changed the status
quo from an executive appointed by electors to an executive elected by the national legislature
without a direct vote from the floor. Such a change, though, was consistent with the preferences of
Rutledge, who was the median member of the committee. (Refer back to Figure 2 and the Appen-
dix for these Committee members.) Thus, although we predict roll call 182 would have failed under
SMR, given that the Committee of Detail essentially acted as if roll call 182 did indeed fail when in
actuality it did not, it is unlikely that changing from passing under state bloc to failing under SMR
would have had an impact on the Committee�s draft.

On August 24, Rutledge (South Carolina) moved to amend the clause on executive selection
reported from the Committee of Detail by inserting the word “joint” before ballot.17 Rutledge
envisioned that each Representative and each Senator would get one vote for president and neither
chamber would be able to veto the other. Such a method was in alignment with the interests of the
large state coalition.18 Wilson (Pennsylvania) supported Rutledge�s motion and “urged the rea-
sonableness of giving the larger States a larger share of apportionment, and the danger from a dis-
agreement of the two Houses” (Farrand 1966, vol. 2, p. 402). Langdon (New Hampshire) agreed
with Wilson�s latter point, noting, “the Negative of the Senate would hurt the feelings of the man
elected by the votes of the other branch” (Farrand 1966, vol. 2, p. 402). Langdon later noted that
he supported Rutledge�s proposal even though it was “unfavorable to N. Hampshire as a small
State” (Farrand 1966, vol. 2, p. 402). Rutledge�s motion passed under state bloc voting, but
according to our model would have failed under SMR.

Constitutional Amendments

At the very end of the Convention, the states took up the procedure for amending, or chang-
ing, what would become the new constitution. Madison (Virginia) complained that the procedure
already agreed to was vague in requiring states “to call a Convention for the purpose” as it left
open how a convention would be formed and the rule that would be used to decide (Farrand 1966,
vol. 2, p. 558). Sherman (Connecticut) proposed to add the following language: “or the legislature
may propose amendments to the several States for their approbation, but no amendments shall be
binding until consented to by the several States.” Thus, amendments would require unanimous
consent of the states. Wilson (Pennsylvania) moved to amend Sherman�s proposal by requiring
only two-thirds of the states� approval for amendment ratification. Wilson�s motion failed but we

17 Immediately before Rutledge�s motion, the states rejected a proposal made by Carroll (Maryland) to strike out
“legislature” and insert the word “people” by a vote of nine states to two. There was no debate on the issue.

18 The large state coalition included Massachusetts, Pennsylvania, Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina, and Geor-
gia; North Carolina and Georgia had small populations but anticipated population booms in the near future. The
small state coalition was comprised of New Hampshire, Connecticut, New York, New Jersey, Delaware, and
Maryland.
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predict it would have passed under SMR. Wilson then made a substitute motion to require three-
fourths of the states to ratify an amendment. This passed without debate, and was also predicted
to pass under SMR. No further motions on the amendment procedure occurred. However, if
SMR was in place, and Wilson�s first motion had passed as predicted, there is no reason to expect
he would have made a second motion against his first. Unless another delegate would have made
this same motion, it is likely the lower threshold of two-thirds majority would have become part of
the Constitution.

This difference may have come into play almost immediately after the Convention, and again
fairly recently. After the Constitution was ratified, Madison introduced 17 articles of amendment
for consideration to the House of Representatives. Congress ultimately passed 12 of Madison�s pro-
posed articles of amendment in 1791, but only Articles III-XII were subsequently ratified by at least
11 of the 14 states (Vermont was admitted as the 14th state in 1790) necessary to meet the three-
fourths requirement. These became the first 10 Amendments to the Constitution. The original Arti-
cle I, outlining the method of apportionment and range of total seats in the House of Representa-
tives, was ratified by only 10 states, surpassing two-thirds majority but falling short of a three-
fourths majority.19 Had SMR been the Convention rule, it is likely the lower threshold of two-thirds
would have been the adopted rule for ratification. Under such a condition, Madison�s Article I
would have been ratified along with Articles III–XII. Failure to ratify Article I has not had much
impact because House apportionment has never been inconsistent with Article I. From a philosoph-
ical perspective, however, failure to adopt Article I (and II) may have had a major impact on how
the first 10 Amendments, collectively referred to as “The Bill of Rights,” have been interpreted.
Many pundits have held the First Amendment regarding “free speech” as the cornerstone of citizen
rights largely due to it being listed as the first of all the amendments and, therefore, the first within
“The Bill of Rights,” with the idea that the order of amendments establishes their importance.
Weaver and Lively (2012, p. 18), for example, have argued that “the First Amendment�s prominent
placement and associated rhetoric attest to its significance.” Our analysis suggests that the First
Amendment is listed first only because delegates to the Convention voted in state blocs rather than
as individuals. Under the latter system, Wilson�s proposal for two-thirds requirement would have
passed, and subsequently the original Article I put forth to the states would have been ratified along
with the all the other articles except Article II. Thus, the “Bill of Rights” would have been comprised
of 11 Amendments with the very first listed amendment dealing with House size and apportionment.
As such, Article III was able to move up to its exalted status as the First Amendment only because
Wilson�s original proposal for two-thirds requirement did not pass under state bloc voting.

In addition, the later proposed “Titles of Nobility Amendment,” which would have stripped
citizenship from anyone accepting a title or gift from a foreign power, was ratified by 12 of the 18
states in 1810–1812 (Silversmith 1999), falling two states short of three-fourths but meeting two-
thirds (implying Bill Gates would have been stripped of his American citizenship in 2005 when he
was knighted Knight Commander of the Order of the British Empire if SMR was the rule at the
Convention). More recently, the Equal Rights Amendment (ERA) has been ratified in 35 of the
50 states, surpassing a two-thirds threshold, but never reaching the 38 necessary to meet the three-
fourths requirement. Had SMR been the Convention rule, ERA might have been ratified in 1973.

19 The original Article II, requiring that Senate and House pay adjustments not apply to the current legislature, was
approved by only six states, falling short of even a pure majority of the existing states, but eventually ratified in 1992
as the 27th Amendment.
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7. Conclusion

Delegates to the Constitutional Convention voted in state blocs. The only current provi-
sions for state bloc voting in the United States are for: (i) determining Electoral College votes
in a presidential election (where the state vote is then weighted based on its population size)
instead of direct majority popular vote across the country; (ii) a majority vote of state blocs in
the House of Representatives to determine a presidential election winner when no candidate
receives a majority of Electoral College votes instead of majority vote of individual Representa-
tives; and (iii) a supermajority of states needed to support amendments to the Constitution
instead of supermajority of popular votes across the country. Except for these special rules, the
standard application in American elections and the legislature is to tally votes by individuals,
rather than in blocs.

Our analysis of 398 of the Convention roll calls reveals that only 16 would have resulted in
a different outcome under individual SMR voting compared to the state bloc procedure
actually utilized. Thus, the Constitution that was approved by state bloc voting looks very simi-
lar to the constitution that we predict would have been approved by majority vote of individual
delegate votes. Many of the famous compromises that were adopted to keep the Convention
from dissolving would be expected to have still passed by tallying the votes of individual dele-
gates. Yet, a few differences in the final form of the Constitution might have occurred. The
impact of some of these different outcomes, such as defining piracy, was probably not of much
historical importance. Other predicted changes were more notable. In particular, New
Hampshire�s representation in the first House might have been lessened and the amendment
procedure would likely have been established at a lower two-thirds requirement, rather than the
three-fourths threshold actually adopted.

Our focus in this article is on the Constitutional Convention, but our methodology can be
applied to other contexts. For example, the 1824 presidential election represents the only time
in American history that no candidate received the required majority of Electoral College votes
for victory. As outlined in the Constitution, a vote was then taken in the House of Representa-
tives where individual Representative votes within a state were aggregated into a single
majority-determined state bloc vote. John Quincy Adams received a majority of House state
bloc votes (13 out of 24) to become president on the first ballot; however, a different result
might have occurred if each of the 213 Representative votes were counted separately because
Adams received only 41% of the individual Representative votes. The inability of Adams, or
any of the other presidential candidates, to secure a majority of individual Representative�s
votes would have resulted, at a minimum, in a second round of balloting. It is possible a differ-
ent candidate may have eventually received a majority of votes to become president after fur-
ther debate or vote trades occurred to break the deadlock.20 It is also well established that in
three other presidential elections (1876, 1888, 2000) the Electoral College winner did not
receive even a plurality of the popular vote. In fact, there have been many elections where

20 The presidential election of 1800 also went to the House to break a deadlock of electoral votes between Thomas Jef-
ferson and Aaron Burr. (Prior to 1804, electors would cast two votes for president with the majority winner becoming
president and the second-place candidate becoming vice-president.) In 1800, both Jefferson and Burr received an
equal number of (majority) votes. State bloc voting in the House resulted in a tie between Jefferson and Burr on the
first 35 ballots, with Jefferson finally receiving a majority over Burr on the 36th ballot. Had SMR been utilized in the
House vote, Jefferson would have won on the first ballot 55-49.
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despite one candidate winning a majority of Electoral College votes, no candidate received a
pure majority of popular votes. Thus, adoption of SMR for presidential elections could have
affected several election outcomes.

Our investigation on the importance of bloc voting could also be undertaken in reverse.
Except for the special case of voting for president when no candidate receives a majority of Elec-
toral College votes, all votes in the House of Representatives are conducted using SMR. Recorded
roll call votes could be aggregated to determine if majority outcomes would differ if Representa-
tives had voted in state blocs. State bloc votes could then be weighted by the number of Represen-
tatives for each state in order to retain the structure of larger states having greater weight (as in the
Electoral College), or remain unweighted as in the Continental Congress or at the Constitutional
Convention where all states were treated equal.

Appendix: Estimated Delegate Positions
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Delegate State Spatial position Delegate State Spatial position

Read DE 1.000 Johnson CT 0.020
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Gorham MA 0.644 Franklin PA 20.524
Blair VA 0.596 Randolph VA 20.530
Gilman NH 0.578 Mercer MD 20.563
Langdon NH 0.578 Mason VA 20.710
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McClurg VA 0.472 Livingston NJ 20.760
Bassett DE 0.466 Dickinson DE 20.803
Rutledge SC 0.393 Yates NY 20.953
Pinckney, CC SC 0.366 Martin, A NC 20.973
Houstoun GA 0.296 Martin, L MD 21.000
Few GA 0.274 Gerry MA 21.000
Baldwin GA 0.273 Lansing NY 21.000
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Blount NC 0.160 Paterson NJ 21.000
Ingersoll PA 0.095

Source: Heckelman and Dougherty (2013).
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